Workshop Overview

The design and science cases of novel plasma accelerators are subject of intense studies. Progress in proof-of-principle experiments has led to the expectation that ground-breaking applications of plasma accelerators are to be expected in the next years.

The workshop will bring together the communities of conventional facilities, lasers and novel accelerators, to discuss the unique opportunities from such a design study. The initial EuPRAXIA project team, EuroNNAc network participants and interested scientists will come together to collect input from all parties.

This meeting will be sponsored by INO-CNR, INFN, the European Network for Novel Accelerators (FP7/EuroNNAc2), the European Coordination of Accelerator R&D project (FP7/EuCARD2) and the Horizon2020 EU Design Study EuPRAXIA and is open to all interested parties.

Venue

The workshop will take place at Area della Ricerca CNR in Via G.Moruzzi 1, Pisa. WiFi will be available.

Link to website: www.area.pi.cnr.it

Accommodation

Please book your hotel individually. More information about accommodation can be found on the Indico webpage.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 653782.
Getting to Area della Ricerca CNR

...BY CAR
Highways
Genoa-Rosignano A12: exit Pisa Centro
A11 Florence-Pisa North: Exit at the junction with A12
Expressways
Florence-Pisa-Livorno (FI-PI-LI), exit Pisa Nord-est for the Area della Ricerca del CNR

FROM THE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT “GALILEO GALILEI” TO THE AREA DELLA RICERCA CNR

...BY BUS
Red LAM bus (LAM ROSSA)+ Green LAM (LAM VERDE) bus: get the Red LAM bus that stops in the square in front of the airport. Get off at the Train Station bus stop and get the Green LAM bus that stops in the square in front of the station. Get off at Volpi CNR bus stop and walk 2 minutes (right direction).
It takes around 15-20 minutes.
The ticket costs € 1,20 if you buy it at the ticket office, € 2 if you buy it on board and it is valid for 60 minutes after initial validation on board.
Link to the bus website: http://www.pisa.cttnord.it/

...BY TAXI
The taxi service connects the airport to the Area della Ricerca in about 10-15 minutes. The cost is determined by the taximeter.
On average, the price is € 10/15.
Taxi can be requested by calling +39-050 541600
FROM THE TRAIN STATION TO THE AREA DELLA RICERCA BY BUS

Green LAM (LAM VERDE) bus: get the Green LAM bus that stops in the square in front of the station. Get off at Volpi CNR bus stop and walk 2 minutes (right direction). It takes around 15-20 minutes. The ticket costs € 1,20 if you buy it at the ticket office, € 2 if you buy it on board and it is valid for 60 minutes after initial validation on board. Link to the bus website: http://www.pisa.cttnord.it/

FROM THE AIRPORT AMERIGO VESPUCCI (FLORENCE) TO THE SANTA MARIA NOVELLA TRAIN STATION

...BY BUS
Sita and Ataf service "Vola in bus" leads to the Santa Maria Novella train station in Florence. The bus service is available every day from 5.30 am until 11.00 PM. Tickets (€ 4.50) can be bought on board or at the ticket offices near the bus station.

...BY TAXI
The taxi service connects the airport to the Santa Maria Novella train station in about 15-20 minutes. The cost is determined by the taximeter. On average, the price is € 15/16. Taxi can be requested by calling +39-055-4390 | +39-055-4499 | +39-055-4798 | +39-055-4242.
When you arrive at Santa Maria Novella train station, enter the railway terminal from where trains leave to Pisa Centrale. There are about 8 trains a day which cover the distance Florence-Pisa in about 1 hour. The one way ticket price is € 8,40. Tickets can be purchased at the information office or on-line. Please see www.trenitalia.com for details.

Dinner
On 30 June we will invite you to a dinner. The dinner starts at 20:00 at Arsenali Repubblicani, Via Bonanno Pisano, 56126 Pisa PI (see on maps).

We look forward to welcoming you to Pisa!